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This MPEG2video decoder LSI decodes MPEG2standard bit
streams. Thecompression algorithminthe MPEGPis basedon
discrete cosine transform (DCT), variable length
coding, and
motion compensation similar
to the MPEG1, the earlier standard. However, the processing speed should
be more than four
timesfasterthanMPEGl[1,21. Moreover, several algorithms
to the
and structures to handle interlaced pictures are added
MPEGl standard. ThisLSI decodes in real time all motioncompensation modes and picture structures in MPEG2 bit
streams of not only CCIR601 but also
HDTV resolution, with
distribution quality as shown in Table
1.
Operation is explained using block
the diagram of the current
chip in Figure1.Compressed data supplied to coded
the video
data interface (CVIF)
or the host interface (HIF) is written
to
a rate buffer (video buffering verifier
: vbv buffer) in the
external DRAMs through the FIFO and the memory
64b
bus.
Compressed data is re-read out from the rate buffer, and
transferred t o the VLD. Then, it is
decoded in theVLD under
control of the on-chip RISC. DCT
coefficients are once stored
in a buffer memory located in the run-length zigzag decoder
(RZD)andotherparametersarestoredina16bx128wregister
file in theon-chip RISC. The on-chip RISC calculates actual
motion vectors and addresses for the reference picture from
extracted parameters, and sends them to the motion compensation unit(MC). The DCT coefficients are first convertedby
the RZD and then dequantizedand transformedtoreal spatial
domain data by the inverse quantization unit CIQ) and the
inverse discrete cosine transform unit (IDCT), and stored in
tho datamemory (DMEM). On the other hand, the reference
picture addressedby the MC and the address generation unit
(AGU) in the external memory are read out through the
memory interface (MIF).If the motion vectors have accuracy
of half pels, interpolation filtering is performed on the referenre picture in the
MC. If a macroblock is specified as a
predictiontype,anerrorcomponentofimagedatastoredinthe
DMEM and the reference data in the RMEM areby added
the
MC again, and the motion-compensated image data is
obtained. Image data is rewritten atodisplay buffer located in
external memory. Finally, the reconstructed image is re-read
from the display buffer according toa specified interlacedor
non-interlaced format and, ifnecessary,
4 2 0 to 4:2:2 conversion is executed in the display video data interface (DVIF) and
read out.
There are three problems in MPEG2 decoder design. First,
thcreisamemorybandwidthbottleneckfromexternalDRAMs.
Second, high-speed processing is needed due
to the computation-hungry MPEG2 decoding. Third, the number
of external
DRAMS should below to reduce system cost. The architecture
improvements described below solve these problems.

mance and achievesdrcrNding nf the IIDTV with distribIltijm
quality bit streams. Figure 2 shows a timing chart
of the
decoding sequences by the on-chip RISC and the VLD. In
predictive coded macroblocks, reconstructing of motion vectors by the RISC is carried out in parallel with reconstructing
of DCT coefficients by the VLD. In intra-coded macroblocks,
decoding of dc coefficients is in parallel with decoding of ac
coeflicients by the VLD. This enhances decoding speed by a
factor of about two while maintaining flexible bitatream interpretation using the normal
decoding modesof the VLD.
The second improvement is
on the DRAM interface. The rate
buffer, the reference picture buffer and display buffer are
located in external DRAM in a mixed way. This reduces the
of pins. A memory bandnumber of DRAMs and the number
widthproblemoccurs,however,inthesharingofa64bmemory
bus between reading from and writing to these buffers. To
solve this problem, the BU (bus arbitration unit), several
FIFOs, and memories are used to avoid dataconflict on the
memory bus. Figure3 shows a state diagram ofthe algorithm
in theBU. The basic idea
of this algorithm is
a combination of
priorityassignmentandpo1ling.Fiverequestsforthememory
bus are classified into the three priority groupsas shown in
Figure 3 and a grant to use the memory bus is given corresponding to the priority group.If requests from plural members in the first priority group are issued, the
by the
grant
BU
isallocatedinapollingway.Thistypeofcontrolisrequiredfor
the MPEG2 decoding but not
for the MPEGldecoding where
the memory bottleneck is less severe. A verification of this
algorithm was carried out
by software simulation.
The last improvement
is a data structure representing
YCbCr
data. To handle interlaced pictures that did not exist in
MPEG1, eightY pixels or a pair of four Cb and
four Cr pixels
are configured asasingle 64b
word when stored in DRAMs
the
as shown in Figure4. This decreases effective bandwidth
by
about half compared to previous format. In word
the configuration used, since only data
of one field are contained in one
word,thereisnowasteofbandwidth.Thisconfigurationiualso
suited for a macroblock form in the 4 2 0 picture format as
shown in Figure5. 32 luminance and 16 chrominance words
correspond to the data inone macroblock.
Embedded arrays are used
for the device. Hand-crafted macrosareusedformemories,theIDCTunit,andthe\.ZDunitfor
cost-effective implementation. Random logic uses a gate-arrayapproach.Thisapproachprovidestheeasyfast
customization needed for this consumer LSI. Clock-tree synthesis based on a modified binary tree achieves 450ps clock
skew by taking into consideration the capacitive unbalance
of
themacros by adjusting the length of eachbinary clock
segment.
Device level features are summarized in Table
1.The chip is
fabricated with a0.5pm CMOS triple-levelAl technology and
is 15.0x15.0pm'. Figure 6 is a chip micrograph.
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Figure 1: Block diagram.
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Figure 5: Experimental internal signals
of slicer for 7Mbh data pattern.

Figure 4: Chip micrograph.
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Figure 6: Chip micrograph.

